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MESCO RADIO BUZZER
With Shunt Resistance--U.S. Navy and
U. S. Army Standard
The Radio Officers of the N C planes, after test
ing all other buzzers, decided to use the “Mesco”

on the r radio equipment. The R-34 was equipped
With two.

Why?

Because of its reliability and constancy

in operation; greater output efficiency; ease of

adjustment; unaffected by ext! eme variations in
Weather conditions; no exposed wires.

•

Sparking is almost entirely el minated, so that
the energy lost in light and heat in the operation
of other buzzers is here conserved and radiated

in the form of oscillating energy.

-

This buzzer maintains a constant note and is recommended as an exciter for
checking wave-meters where pure note and ample energy are required.
Weighs 4 oz.S. packed.

List No. 55-Mesco Radio Buzzer. Price, Postage Extra-------- ------- $2.25

Mesco Combination Practice Set
For Learning the Morse and Continental Codes
Consists of a regular telegraph key with

out circuit breaker, a special high pitch
buzzer, miniature lamp socket, lamp,
three binding posts, switch for transfer
ring current from lamp to buzzer, all
mounted on a pol’shed hardwood base.
Price includes one RED SEAL Dry
Battery with four feet of green Silk
covered flexible cord and diagram of
connections. Weighs 4 pounds packed.

List No. 52—Mesco Combination Practice Set.

Price, postage extra----- $4.80

Get a Copy of our Complete Wireless Catalog and order all of your Radio
Material from one source of supply and save trouble.

Send 25c for a copy of Wireless Manual and Catalog O-12.
You cannot get satisfaction from wireless instruments unless they are absolutely perfect
The slightest imperfection in construction destroys their efficiency. We offer for sale wireless
apparatus only of the highest quality, guaranteed to be mechanically and electrically perfect.
Our combined Monu'ul and Catalog illustrates and accurately describes the uses of standard
radio instruments and sm "t d be of great assistance, not only to the amateur but also to the profes
Sional us r and experimeliter in selecting proper radio material.

We make a charge of 25c for this Manual, issuing a coupon redeemable on
an order of $5.00 or more.
It is the last word in wireless catalogs.
Without one When you Want to buy.

Send for a copy now.

You cannot afford to be

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Inc.
New York—17 Park Place

Chicago—114 So. Wells St.

St. Louis-1106 Pine St.
San Francisco–604 Mission St.

PRACTICAL AMATEUR:
WIRELESS STAriöNS"

An Experience Book
Containing the Best
Suggestions of Thirty-Three
Experimenters
On Building, Installing
and Operating Experimental
Stations for Radio
Communication

Compiled by the Editor of The Wireless Age

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.
326 Broadway, New York
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Foreword
This volume has but a single purpose. Its intention is to set up a few
guide posts for the reader and blaze a clear cut trail to the practical
achievement of an amateur wireless station.

It does not aspire to recognition as a textbook on radio communication,
in the academic sense; its mission is the simpler but useful one of present
ing in convenient form the experience of practical workers in the art of
building, installing and operating experimental wireless stations. Where
a method is described, it is one which the author of the chapter has
worked out and tried out himself; and the same is true whether the

chapter deals with a single piece of apparatus or a complete station.
The volume has thereby acquired a peculiar merit, for it records the
collective experience of leading experimenters without the restriction of
view-point by prejudice or preference which must invariably be associated
with the writings of a single author.
A wealth of material has been drawn upon by the compiler, whose
privilege it has been for eight years to serve as Editor of The Wireless
-

Age, during which period these selected chapters made their first ap
pearance in the form of magazine articles.

Uncounted hours of patient experimenting are represented in the writ
ings of the thirty-three representative experimenters contained in this
volume, and it is their generous spirit of helpfulness to embryo and un

developed wireless workers that has made possible this record of results
and final conclusions.

-

New York, May, 1920.
-

-

J. ANDREW WHITE.
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LEARNING TO SEND WIRELESS
making the downward pressures upon his fingers.

MESSAGES

3

He concaved his in

dex finger and second finger and tried it that way with negative results.
Then he would swing to the other extreme, stiffen his wrist and raise
the under part three inches above the table. That is more than twice
too high a position for the wrist, as it bows the arm at that point and
necessitates a full arm motion. With his wrist at that position, Dunbar's
production of the dots and dashes was with a ponderous, punching mo
tion of the arm from the elbow, as impossible a method as that of the
fingers alone. His sending was “in the mud,” heavy, loose in construc
tion, without individuality of each separate dot and dash and each separate
signal.

Baxter had been keenly interested in his friend's struggles at the key.
His quick mind had grasped at once the significance of conceiving each
signal as a sound, to be dealt with in its entirety. His error was that he
wanted to begin immediately at the fourth stage of the development of

a sender, before he had mastered the first, second and third stages. He
wanted to take up the morning newspaper and send page one before

luncheon. The details which produce the proficiency to do that meant
little to him. His temperamental impatience manifested itself imme
diately in his sending. Not having achieved that fine balance of hand,

wrist and arm which comes from long apprenticeship at the key—which
is necessary before one can send with speed and style, and endure—he

called upon his abundance of nervous energy. He was not content to
learn to make each downward pressure, whether a dot or a dash, with a
distinct action of his wrist. He could not do this speedily enough. So
he stiffened his wrist and hand, and drew on the nerves of hand and arm
to make the dots. As is always the case in “nerve sending,” most of the

dots he made lacked substance. They were “split.” His sending came
jerkily, erratically. He would make a “V,” for instance, with a speed
of construction that would entail a pace of twenty-five words a minute
to be in proper relationship to the other letters. Then he would make an

”O,” immediately following, perhaps, at a ten-word a minute pace. A
plotted line of the progress of his sending would look like the trail of one

of those loud-buzzing insects which dart this way and that, covering fifty
feet to progress a straight line distance of ten feet. His style was up in
the air; too tense, too highly geared, too light in substance and erratic in
progress.

-

Physically, as with Dunbar, the focus point of trouble was at his wrist.
There was nothing wrong with the position of thumb, index finger and
second finger on the key knob, his hand made the proper graceful curve
on the key. His index finger was properly convexed when he began to
send, and his second finger lay easily in place over the edge of the key
knob. Third finger and little finger were curved without tension, clear
of the key, to give his hand the proper balance. He proved to be a
proficient telegrapher later, while the progress of Dunbar was slow and

painful. The latter, in his mental make-up, was considerably more of
the analytical type, without marked keenness of perceptions. Baxter's
perceptions, on the other hand, were so keen that he was under con

tinual temptation to exercise them to the neglect of his reasoning fac
ulties. Telegraphically speaking, Dunbar was a trifle “in the mud,” while
Baxter was “in the air.”

-

To correct the telegraphic errors of each, the instructors gave them
“follow copy” practice, to register the sound of each letter in their minds,

sending was arranged for half-hour periods at a time. Then they were
made to listen over and over to the Victrola reproduction of the same sig
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CHAPTER IV:
The Amateur Radio Station and the Fire
• 2

.

Underwriters’ Rules
MATEUR wireless apparatus often is not installed in accordance with
the Underwriters' rules and in a few cases the violations are so serious

that it constitutes a fire hazard. As a rule, radio amateurs are willing to
adopt any changes which are suggested to them that will better their
stations if it is within their means, but the conditions necessary for safe
and satisfactory service from their power wiring, are only vaguely un
derstood. It is the purpose of this chapter to point out the advisability
of modifying the installation to conform to the Underwriters' rules, and
the method of doing so. If the suggestions are acted upon the fire risk
will be materially reduced.
In many amateur stations the circuits supplying current for the high
voltage transformer of the experimental radio transmitter are given lit
tle or no attention, and consequently the majority of stations are not as
perfect as they might be in this respect. The wiring is sometimes in
stalled in a slipshod fashion from a miscellaneous assortment of material
that is unsuited for the purpose. Improper insulation of conductors
from each other and surrounding objects, insufficient carrying capacity
of conductors, absence of proper protective devices and overloading of
circuits are the main shortcomings. It is not uncommon to find wiring

that could hardly be considered of sufficient current carrying capacity for
battery current, supplying a 1 kW. transformer and a rotary gap besides.

The service rendered by such poor construction is usually very unsatis
factory, causing excessive drop in voltage at the transformer terminals,
blinking of lights and other annoyances, not to mention the fire hazard
sometimes incurred.

In planning the reconstruction of his station, the progressive experi
menter should give this subject due consideration and take steps to rem

edy any defects that may exist in the circuits of his power supply. Of
course the chief consideration regarding the installation is that it shall
comply as nearly as possible with the rules of the Fire Underwriters, and
if these conditions are met even half way a comparatively safe and sat
isfactory condition will obtain.
If your transformer is of 1 kw. it would be well to first ascertain
whether or not the house meter has sufficient capacity to carry the full
.

load plus that of the rotary gap and about half the house lighting load
simultaneously. This precaution may save an extended argument with
the power company or perhaps the price of a new meter. It is the gen
eral practice to install only a 5 ampere meter in residences, since they

can stand a 100 per cent overload.

It is always good policy to notify

the electric company of your new load, and if they do not believe it to be

necessary to change the meter, it becomes their risk and if the meter
is burnt out it is their loss.

I mention this because I had to “kill” two
II
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perhaps be handiest to replace a blown fuse without going down to the
cellar while you tell the other fellow to stand by. This usually is done
by the light of a candle, as the house lights are out as well.
It will be found a good investment to run separate feeds, for then you

will have done the right thing by the Underwriters, and the lights will
not flicker and the lights in the house will not go out every time you blow
a fuse. This will give the home folks a vastly better opinion of “wire
less.” The size of these feeds will be governed by several factors; the

current in amperes taken by the transformer, the distance of the trans
former from the meter, and the loss in volts that is permissible in carry
ing the current this distance. The formula for finding the size of wire is:
IO.8LI

-

IO.8LI

in which d”

and for finding the drop in volts is: e=

(1"–
e

-

d2

is the area of wire in circular mils, Io.8 is a constant, “L” is the length
of circuit in feet, “I” is the current in amperes and “e” is the drop in
volts.

*

.

We have, for example, a transformer rated at I kw. located on the

second floor of the house, and the meter is in the basement.

First, de

termine the path your wires will follow between the two points, then
determine the length of wire necessary to follow this path one way. Let
us say this is 75 feet. This sum doubled is substituted for “L” in the

formula. Assuming that the current drawn by the transformer when
operated at maximum load is about 10.5 amperes and that we have a ro
tary gap motor which takes 1.5 amperes, then the total load will be 12
amperes and this is substituted for “I.” Now we must determine the

permissible drop in potential for the value “e.” The voltage at meter
terminals is usually about 115 volts, sometimes a few volts higher or
lower. As it is very desirable to have the voltage at the transformer ter

minals as high as possible, only a very small drop should be tolerated,
11ot more than 2 volts at any rate. Suppose we use 2 volts for the value of
-

IO.8x150x12

“e” Substituting these values and solving we have d”=—2

or d"+9.720 circular mils. Referring to a table of wire dimensions we
find that the size of wire which most nearly approaches our result is No.
IO, and this should be used. Although this would satisfy conditions, it
would be still better to keep the drop down to about I volt, and use a
larger size of wire.

If it is desired to determine the drop in potential in an existing circuit
the second formula may be used. A partial table of wire sizes covering
those that are most likely to be used by the experimenter, together with
those rules of the Fire Underwriters from the 1919 code, class E, section
86, that deal with wireless telegraph apparatus, will be found at the end
of this chapter.

In regard to the actual work of installing the feed lines; if you live in
a town where it is necessary to have all electrical work done by licensed
contractors, or if you do not feel capable of doing the work properly, it
is best to have it done by an experienced wire man according to your

specifications. If flexible armored cable is employed to protect the
wires, it will conform to the Underwriters' rules, and will be found very -

r

CHAPTER V
How to Erect an Aerial Mast
HE amateur located in the country or a small town may be interested
in the design of an aerial mast constructed as shown in the accompany

ing drawings. It will be noted that a hole is cut in the roof of the
building through which the mast enters and that the mast is clamped
to the side of the building by means of two iron rods of the shape show in
in the figure at A, which are threaded at both ends to take a bolt.
The mast may be put together in sections, one at a time, and slid up

-

through the holding clamps.

By using pieces of two-by-four lumber

16 feet long, a very serviceable mast is obtained. Two or three 16-foot

pieces will be sufficient for the average amateur aerial mast.
,

Ov53 xec/ion of Amos'.
Construction of aerial masts, one of the clamps and method of fastening
the mast to building

I6

HOW TO BUILD A SPARK STATION
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lustrated is the Armstrong circuit., Brandes Superior telephones fill the
bill very satisfactorily.

The aerial should be as high as possible and not over 100 feet long unless
it is made of the “T” type, in which case it can be 120 feet long.
The ground connection should be attached to water or gas mains and
also to a 4-wire counterpoise buried under the ground for a few inches,
parallel with and underneath the aerial.
With a transmitting set of the above description, the writer regularly
“put” 8.5 amperes into an aerial 80 feet long and 40 feet high and has for
his transmitting record a distance of 1,600 miles.
The writer's receiving record is 1,800 miles with a receiving set similar
to the one described, having copied 6 EA at Los Angeles, Cal., at Little

Rock, Ark., six consecutive nights during the latter part of the 1917
SeaSOn.

CONVENIENT CHART IN MAKING WIRELESS CALCULATIONS
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The accompanying chart will be found convenient in making wireless
calculations. It shows the relation between concentrated capacity and in
ductance, and the frequency of a circuit, and also the relation between the
c. g. s. units and the practical units. It could be re-drawn on a larger
scale with logarithmic subdivisions and reduced photography. Please note
that taking the first space of Io centimeters for inductance as one inch,

which it is, the diagram is 16,000 miles in length !

CHAPTER IX
Housing the Amateur Radio Station
a

NE matter which might receive the amateur's attention, is the design of
a wireless bungalow for housing his apparatus. The plans of a shack
which the writer constructed are shown in figures 1 to 4 inclusive. This
building was erected at a comparatively small cost and afforded a nea 1

wireless room which was away from noises of the house and yet was very
comfortable. The best location for the building is directly underneath the
the aerial.

The foundation for the floor is made from six two-by-fours arranged
as in figure I. The necessary dimensions are shown in the illustration.
The foundation is then covered with three-quarter inch matchboards.

s'

figure 2

figure 3
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figure 1 foundation

Diagram of building plans for a
wireless bungalow

When the floor is completed, the framework should be started.
Figure 2 shows the necessary dimensions for the front frame. The
frame for the back is similar except that pieces E and F are six feet high
instead of seven. Also in the back frame, piece C should be left out and
Diece D moved to the position shown by the dotted lines H, figure 2.

The sides are constructed as in figure 3. A space is left on both sides
for a window. If the dimensions of the window need to be altered, they
can be changed by moving any of the pieces A-B-C-D. The writer found
that two windows of the size shown afforded plenty of light.

The framework for the roof can be made very similar to the floor. As
soon as the framework is completed, the building is covered with match
boards and the roof with tar-paper to make it waterproof. If the owner
so desires, he can cover the whole outside with tar-paper, and this will
24
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keep out much of the wind and cold. After the wireless cabin is finished,
it is an easy matter to fix up the inside and lay out the instruments. In one

corner the writer made a closet, or sound-proof room in which he placed
his sending set only. Figure 4 shows the exact layout. This left plenty
of room for the instrument table, a bed, three chairs, and a stove to drive
away the cold on winter evenings.

This view of a commercial wireless station supports the opinion
the author that the best location for the building is
directly underneath the aerial

of

CHAPTER X

Things Which Any Amateur Can Make
THE detector in figure I was constructed mostly of parts of a telegraph
sounder and a telegraph key. The support U for the swinging arm. A
which also carries the contact point, originally was the support of a tele

graph sounder which held the lever. The crystal holder H is made of a
U shaped piece of brass and an 8-32 screw is passed through it at the top
to clasp the mineral on its ends. The adjusting knob K is an 8-32 screw
with a key knob for its handle. A small piece of tapped hard rubber some
what similar to the handle of the switch handle on the key gives it a finish
ed appearance.
The main advantages of this detector are that, immediately a good ad
justment is secured the point can be raised while sending and when receiv
ing it can be returned to the exact spot merely by turning the handle and
*

Figure 1–View showing the construction of the detector stand

lowering it to its original position. This is a feature that cannot be ob
tained from any other form of detector holder. It is optional what kind
of mineral is used as the adapter is made to hold any of the well known
types. The writer finds this to be one of the best detectors he has had the
pleasure to work with, owing to the fact that whenever one desires to
send he merely has to take the point off the mineral and after sending is
completed, lower it gradually until the point comes in contact with the
exact spot used before.

A CoMPRESSED CARBON RHEOSTAT
The variable resistance element of this rheostat is the carbon electrode

of an ordinary Columbia No. 6 dry cell. As shown in diagram figure 2,
this may be removed by simply splitting the zinc down the edge with the
sharp edge of a hatchet. Figure 3 shows the carbon when removed, and
figure 4 shows the same carbon with the binding post removed and cut
into small blocks of different lengths. Figure 5 shows a suitable stand for
the blocks which permits a variable pressure, thereby raising and lowering
the resistance at will. Figure 6 shows the completed apparatus.
26
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The blocks can be cut into very thin strips, that is, about 3% or % inch
in thickness thereby increasing the resistance. This is a very good in

Figures 2, 3, 4, 5–Detailed construction of the compressed carbon
rheostat.
Figure 6—The complete device

strument for the laboratory and one which is easily constructed and op
erated.

A CAT WHISKER DETECTOR

Figure 7 shows the drawings of a novel type of cat whisker detector.
The mineral (galena or cerusite) is clamped in the stationary wood sup
3//ø/e/

WW
/Wood 50ppor/

0.67/e/727

|

&

Wo% żoor/
Figure 7–The cat whisker detector illustrated in detail

port (3) and held by clamp (2). The points are mounted on the copper

wire (soldered) which in turn is made fast to the '4' inch square brass rod

CHAPTER XI

Novel Holder for Crystal Detectors
SOME two or three years ago the author constructed a detector holder
as per the accompanying drawing. The arrangement is an invaluable
one in making extensive tests with various crystals.
It will be noted finally that the holder not only shows the pressure on
the crystal, but also indicates the particular mineral being used at the
time that the test is taken.

Figure 1–Front view of the detector holder

No direct measurements for this apparatus has been given, first because
the essential parts may differ in construction and material, and secondly
because different size gear wheels may be used.

The advantages of this detector are as follows: The pressure each
mineral requires can be determined accurately, thereby affording a better
idea of the correct adjustments of the various types of crystals.
It will be noted that each mineral is so arranged in conjunction with
the calibrated pointer and scale, that the particular mineral under test is
indicated.

-

-

As clearly shown in the drawings, the detector cup is movable by means
of the cog wheel. A graduated scale on the front of the box shows the
29
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mineral under test at each change. It will be noted also, that even.though

Figure

2—Showing

construction

detector

plan

of

the

holder

the cup is allowed to revolve, this does not in any way interfere with the
contact pressure of the mineral under test.
CRYSTAL

*

– CONTACT
POINT

/

TENSION
ADJUSTOR
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A

commercial development of interest that
provides for a crystal holder to fit a
Vacuum

tube

socket

CHAPTER XII
A Positive Vacuum Tube Circuit Control
IN designing the vacuum tube cabinet the amateur is confronted with the
conventional porcelain base rheostat, which, although it is quite ac
ceptable for the ordinary set, would be wholly out of place in an efficient
set. In the following paragraphs is described an improvement over the
usual rheostat.
For the filament circuit the variable resistance need not be more than
-

9 ohms, and an eighteen-step variation will be sufficient when a proper cir
cuit is used. The most important part of this controller is the resistance

A&M W/e/

//o/7/ We/y
o-o'

Azo Ven

/øof to

Showing construction of the positive vacuum tube circuit controller

units, the Ward-Leonard being preferable. If you order units with a re
sistance of 1/2 ohm each then you will know that each step in your con
troller will cut in 1/2 ohm resistance and you will be able to make tests
for efficiency accordingly. .
In most instances the accompanying drawings will be found self-explan
atory. Perhaps each experimenter has his own method of constructing his
switches, but the type in the drawing has proven itself to be efficient and
will not unloosen at a crucial moment. It consists of the usual composition
knob with a machine screw through the center, over which is put the

washer and switch blade; these being fastened in place by the threaded
brass washer (W), which is 4 inch in diameter. The remaining length
of machine screw is then run through the carefully drilled hole in the bake
lite-dilecto panel and a rectangular brass plate P put over the screw

and is kept from turning by the machine screw S which is threaded into
3I.

CHAPTER XIII

A Sealed-in Crystal Detector With Magnetic
Adjustment
THE object of this device is to allow both the crystal and contacting
means of a mineral detector to be effectually and permanently ex
cluded from the surrounding atmosphere and its deteriorating effects. By

modification of the glass container and means of bringing out the con
inections it may be operated in a vacuum, or even surrounded by various
gases for purposes of experimentation, still permitting the detector to
be adjusted as easily as if it were exposed.
The design of the air-tight detector given herewith is intended to be

suggestive and not conclusive, as the main idea may be adapted to any
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A cross sectional view showing construction of the sealed-in detector f
with magnetic adjustment

#
*
-

form of detector design that will suit the builders fancy, but this one has
considerable merit in its simplicity of construction and operation. :
As the cross-sectional view given in the sketch renders the construction

and operation quite obvious, only a few words need be added. The min
eral cup and metal plug carrying the movable contact should be turned

to a snug fit for the inside of the glass tube, and a bit of glue applied be
fore inserting so that they will remain in position without additional hold
ing means. The spring of the movable contact should be relatively light,
33
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and its pressure should be adjusted to suit the crystal used before the
tube is finally sealed. The armature should be made from a piece of round
iron or steel rod. These parts must work free and easy. The binding

post terminals of the tube are used to support it by engaging them with
two slotted sheet-metal standards fastened to the base.

The form for

the magnetizing coil should be made of light sheet brass or copper. It
must be easily rotated and moved along the tube and may be wound with
about No. 22 or No. 24 wire.
• A flush push button should be mounted on the base, and connected in
series with the coil and battery terminals. This button is depressed while
adjusting the detector, and of course, the magnetic field is present only

while doing so. The magnetic field does not cause any noticeable effect
on the rectifying action of the detector.
CHANGING FROM THE VACUUM TUBE TO THE CRYSTAL DETECTOR
deazsm,
*

. Seconozy

A%2/7é5."
Circuit for changing from wacuum tube to
crystal detector

It has been found that a double-pole, double-throw switch is of great
advantage in changing from a crystal detector to a vacuum valve. The
writer has used a circuit like this quite successfully.
One of the important considerations in his circuit is the use of a con
denser across the telephones while employing the valve. This he finds
to be a benefit and not a detriment. In using either oscillation detector,
parts of the other detector circuit remain attached to the circuit in use,
but his experience indicates that this does not affect the signals.

CHAPTER XIV
An Inductively-Coupled Receiving Transformer
A RECEIVING transformer does not necessarily require variable coup
ling.

The writer has found that for the average work the primary

and secondary coils may remain in a fixed relative position provided the
construction is carried out as per the accompanying sketch, figure I. The

design shown does not possess any advantage in efficiency over the or
dinary coupler, but it is easier to construct.
The principal part of the apparatus is an old-fashioned tuning coil.
The windings are removed from one end for about two or three inches
and ten or fifteen taps taken from the remainder.
A piece of card-board is cut just to fit over the bare end of the coil. It
should be about two-and-a-half inches in length. A coil is wound over
this.
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Figure 1–Diagram showing construction of
ductively coupled receiving transformer

in

An ordinary piece of stiff card-board can be made pliable and fitted
without cracking, by wetting it and then gluing it around the coil when
dry. A layer of wire similar to that wound on the secondary of a re
ceiving transformer, say No. 28 or No. 32, is wound over the card
board. The coil is scraped in two places and sliders attached for varia
tion of the inductance. The two original sliders of the tuning coil can
probably be arranged to pass over the bare surfaces. The secondary coil
is wound partly over the primary coil and partly over the bare end. It is
to be observed, however, that the secondary is outside the primary and
not inside as in the usual design.

The operation of this tuner is comparatively simple. The number of
secondary turns in use can be varied by the position of the sliders, and
the degree of coupling in the same way. For example, if in the secondary
fifteen turns are required for resonance, these turns can be taken at either
35
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CHAPTER XV

How to Make Dry Batteries for Vacuum
Tube Use
ONE of the primary requisites of a modern radio receiving set, is the
vacuum tube detector.

Of the two sources of direct current neces

sary to operate this instrument, the high voltage battery gives the most
trouble. Flash-light batteries are expensive and short-lived compared to
the amount of current used.

For those who are content to have test

tubes or other containers arranged in racks, filled with acid, the high

voltage storage battery solves the problem, provided they have a con
venient source of charging current. From the writer's point of view, he
believes that dry cells of a special design, easily constructed by the ama.
teur problem
and small,
contained
in the sets.
receiving cabinet, solve
the
for enough
portabletoasbewell
as stationary
y

The best shape for the cell is that of a disc. The best method the
writer has found for making the cells, is to use fibre or cardboard rings
w
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Figure 1–Detailed construction of cell for high
voltage battery

to separate the metal electrodes. The outside dimensions are about 1%
by 3% inches. The fibre or cardboard ring has the same outside diameter
as the finished cell and the cross section should be about 4 by % inches
square. The rings are soaked in melted rubber compound, such as is used

to seal storage batteries, and then hung on a rod or nails so they may be
removed easily when cold. The negative electrode is a zinc disc the size
- - --- ~
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clamp the strip to the brass rod. The connections of the moving coils are
similar to that of the fixed coils, so that the current will flow around

them in opposite directions. Flexible leads are used to make connections
to these coils.

The instrument can be completely assembled by passing the brass rods
through the back of the cabinet and the fibre sheet, and slipping the strip
over the rod so the coils rest against the separator, making sure to clamp
coils B and B-1 by means of the small screw provided.
The four coils are then connected in series, with leads brought out to
binding posts. The small spring F is slipped over the rod and the front
of the cabinet put in place. A knob and pointer are attached to the
projecting end of this rod to operate the instrument. A scale is mounted
C

Showing method of assembling the coils of the
long-wave variometer

- on the front of the cabinet. This is in the form of a semi-circle since one
half-turn will vary the inductance from minimum to maximum. The

pointer should be attached so that when at the highest point of the scale
the coils are in such a position that the current will flow around both

top coils in one direction and around the lower ones in the opposite
direction.

-

The instrument is now complete and ready for use. By bringing out
separate leads from the coils numerous experiments are possible that
will make the instrument a favorite of the experimenter,

CHAPTER XVII

How to Make a High-Voltage Storage Battery
for Vacuum-Tube Use
ONE of the principal drawbacks of the vacuum tube detector for ama
teur use is the expense of keeping up the high voltage battery. The
constructional details of a storage battery of about 60 volts will there

fore be described. The battery may be charged from 110 volts A.C. by
placing it in series with a 75 watt lamp and a one jar rectifier of the
electrolytic type.
For the stand in figure I, take two boards about 31x4x34 inches and
bore in each thirty one-inch holes, in two rows, the holes being one inch
apart.
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CHAPTER XVIII

A Satisfactory Lead-In for the Amateur Aerial
THE following is a satisfactory method of bringing the aerial lead-in
into the radio room where it is undesirable to drill through the win

dow frame.

A pane of glass is removed from one of the sashes and

one corner is cut off; then it is replaced and a thin piece of either wood
or fibre, drilled to pass a porcelain bushing, is fitted into this space in
the corner of the sash. It is fastened in with brads and putty the same

as the window pane. This bushing consists of two tubes placed inside

/ead//7//e . .
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Details of the aerial lead-in, showing its construction
and application

of one another with pitch run in between.

The wood or fibre corner

should be well varnished to prevent warping. It will also be well to pro
vide a small drip shield cut from sheet metal and soldered to the con

ductor near the point where it enters the bushing to prevent the beads
of rain from following the lead-in into the room. The accompanying
drawings are self-explanatory.
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CHAPTER XIX
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A Simple Locking Device for the Variable
Condenser

HEN variable condensers employed in wireless telegraph apparatus
are subjected to jar and strain such as the equipment installed on an
airplane, it is essential that they be provided with a locking device that
will prevent the movable plates from rotating without putting a severe

strain on the condenser mechanism itself.
The movable plates of the average variable condenser are not bal

anced with respect to the rotating shaft and a tendency therefore exists
for them to work out of position when subjected to vibration. Also dur
ing shipment it is desirable to have these plates locked in position to
protect the apparatus from damage due to rough handling. If there
is but a slight separation between the movable plates and the fixed plates,
it is highly desirable that the locking device employed be constructed so
as to prevent any possibility of the strain changing the separation be
tween the two sets of plates.

6/

Wey
Figure 1–Plan view condenser locking device

An experimenter has recently shown a design for a variable condenser
embodying this construction as shown in the accompanying figures I, 2
and 3; figure I being a plan view, figure 2 a side elevation, and figure 3
a detail of the locking device.
In the detail of figure 3 the locking device comprises the clamps 27
and 28 which grips the plate 25 attached to the handle of the variable
44

CHAPTER XX

-

A Two-Hundred Meter Regenerative Receiver

A RECEIVING tuner for amateur wave lengths should have a range
of tuning between 180 and 580 meters, and should be fitted with a
regenerative coupling. With the set described here, amateur stations
as far west as Denver have been copied in New York, a distance of

approximately 1900 miles.
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Figures 1 and 2–Dimensions of the primary and secondary
coils of the receiving tuner
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AERIAL

The amateur aerial should consist of from 4 to 8 stranded wires with

a horizontal length of 80 to 100 feet and a vertical height of 30 to IOO
feet, with an approved type of modern lead-in insulator. All connec
tions must be securely soldered.
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Figure 4-Circuit showing “hook-up” of the various instruments

EARTH PLATE

A good earth plate can be formed by burying square sheets of copper
or brass about three feet below the surface under the whole length of the
aerial. In addition, the ground lead should be connected to all gas and
water pipes available in the building.
RECEIVING TUNER

Special care should be taken in the construction of the tuning trans
former. The regenerative valve short wave receiver, consisting of two
variometers and a coupler which can be mounted together, or separately,
constitutes the most efficient set.

The primary should consist of a cardboard or bakelite tube 2% inches
in length by 3% inches in diameter, wound with 56 turns of No. 22 SCC
wire with a tap taken from it every eight turns. These should be brought
out to the switch. The dimensions are shown in figure I.
The secondary should consist of a ball turned to the shape of a vario
meter, 3% inches long by 15% inches in diameter, wound with 18 turns
of No. 22 SCC wire on each side, or 36 turns in all. Both coils are wound
in the same direction and no taps are to be taken off. The inductance
is varied by turning the rotating coil. The dimensions are shown in
figure 2.
-

VARIOMETERS
The variometers are turned from wood and should consist of two

field frames and one rotor, sizes as per the drawing, figure 3. Two are
required, both of the same size.
The field frames of the variometer for the grid circuit are wound

with 30 turns of No. 20 SCC wire, wound clockwise; the rotor is wound
with 32 turns of No. 20 SCC wire, wound counter clockwise.
The field frames of the variometer for the plate circuit are wound with

25 turns of No. 18 SCC wire, wound clockwise; the rotor has 27 turns of
No. 18 SCC wire, wound counter clockwise.

rotors are given in figure 3.

The dimensions of the
-
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-

The design of the variometers should be such that they may be rotated
throughout 180 degrees. Coil 3 in figure 4 must rotate through 90 de
grees. Coil 4, the primary, is stationary.
The field frames are stationary and must be separated #4 inch. The
horizontal axes of the variometers must be at least 12 inches apart.
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Figure 5–Design of a cabinet set

TELEPHONES

-

For the best results a pair of Baldwin amplifying telephones should be
used, but any pair of 2,000 ohm telephones will prove satisfactory.
DETECTOR

It is essential that a good three element valve detector of either the
round or tubular type should be used and special attention paid to the
voltage adjustments.
A storage cell should be used for lighting the
filament, as it is important that the current be constant. For the plate
circuit, flashlight batteries or a bank of small storage cells may be used.
For maximum signals, a single cell adjustment of the plate battery should
be provided for.
VARIABLE CONDENSERs.
-

Three variable condensers of the following capacities are required,
viz.: one of OOI míd, for variation of the primary wave length, one of
.oOo.1 mid for the grid circuit; and one of OOI to .004 m fal. for shunt
ing the telephones.
If these instructions are carefully carried out, a set capable of amplify
ing 100 times will result. All connections should be thoroughly soldered
and the dimensions of the coils and the capacities of the condensers du
plicated in detail.
-

-

"or those who prefer the cabinet type of apparatus, a suggested design
"n in figure 5.

-
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CHAPTER XXII

A Four-Tube Cascade Amplifier for Radio
Reception

*

THE following is a description of a four-tube high-frequency amplifier.
It is a complete wireless receiving circuit and possesses the peculiarity
and great advantage to amateurs and experimenters of having no inter
valve or step-up transformers. Another advantage is that all the vacuum

tubes, except the first, detect, rectify and amplify incoming oscillations.
The first tube is only for amplification purposes. The accompanying
diagram, figure 1, shows the complete circuits.

The open or aerial circuit, which has a variable condenser C-1 in series
with the aerial, is coupled to the grid oscillatory circuit of the first tube.
Another variable condenser C-2, is placed in parallel with the secondary
inductance, and although this condenser is for tuning purposes, the in
ductance should be used as much as possible, and the capacity reserved
for fine tuning.
By means of the potentiometer P the grid potential of the first vacuum
tube is adjusted to a point where best amplification of the oscillations in
this circuit is obtained. The separate filament rheostat R-1 also assists
in the selection of a suitable adjustment for better amplification.
A small condenser C-3 (about .004 m fě.) placed across the potentio
meter allows high-frequency oscillations to pass freely. In the plate cir

-

cuit is a resistance R-2, of 80,000 ohms.

There are similar resistances

in the plate circuit of the third and fourth tubes.

The high-frequency oscillations which are reproduced in the plate
circuit of the first tube are communicated to the grid of the second, as the
plate circuit resistance R-2 offers too much resistance to the flow of such
high-frequency currents. In each grid circuit except the first is a leak
R-3 connected between grid and filament. The resistance of the leak
is 4 megohms.
As the functions of the third and fourth tubes are similar to the second,

the filament current should be the same. A rheostat R-4 of 5 ohms, con
nected as shown, will give a uniform current to these three tubes.
The high resistance R-2 can be easily made by scratching grooves,
about I to 3 inches long, with a sharp instrument on a piece of ebonite

and filling them with graphite by simply rubbing a pencil along them.
Terminals should be fitted to the ends in such a way as to ensure good
COntact.

-

The telephones T, if connected directly in the plate circuit of the last
vacuum tube, must be of high resistance; but if a step-down telephone
transformer is used low resistance telephones will give better results.
The latter arrangement is preferable.

The battery which supplies the potential to the plates should be of about
80 to IOO volts, while a 4-volt accumulator is usually best for the fila
ment.
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If the plate of the last tube is connected through a small variable con
denser C-5, or a very high resistance R-5, to the grid of the first tube,

a further increase in the strength of the signals is noted. By suitably
adjusting the resistance or condenser, the circuit can generally be made
to oscillate and continuous wave signals may then be received. The re
sistance and condenser together with a switch SRU and connections are
shown on the diagram by dotted lines.
The results obtained with such an amplifier are very satisfactory.

The adjustments are simple, when compared to the circuits employing
inter-tube transformers. With transformers the rectification of signals
is chiefly left to the first tube which often has to deal with very weak sig
nals and therefore small variations of grid potentials. In this circuit the
incoming signals are first amplified.
So simple and economical an amplifier should appeal to amateurs.
-

Its sensitiveness and peculiarity of amplifying weak signals to a far
greater extent than strong ones should be of great assistance to those who
wish to receive from stations which hitherto have been unreadable owing
to the great distances being spanned or because of using too small an

aerial.
s'

-

--

A convenience for the amateur who wants to use cascade amplification is this 3-tube
adapter, complete with tubes, binding posts, condensers, resistances and filament
rheostats, giving special facility in changing connections

CHAPTER XXV

An Inexpensive Vacuum-Tube Receiving Set
THE set described in this chapter is very efficient for wave lengths be
tween 200 and 3,000 meters. It is easily constructed, low in cost
and employs but one vacuum tube. It makes use of two couplers and
two aerials. One aerial and tuner are built specifically for 200 meters,
and the second combination for wave lengths up to 3,000 meters.
The large coupler may be any good make of transformer the operator
has on hand, but the writer recommends that the 200 meter be spec
ially constructed. By means of a change-over switch either coupler and
aerial may be employed as desired. He considers the “T” type antenna
to be the most efficient for short wave work, but for longer wave lengths
he would advise a separate antenna of the “L” type about 175 feet long
and as high as possible above the earth. The higher it can be elevated

the longer the range. The “T” type should be 100 feet long and 60
feet high of 2 wires of stranded phosphor bronze spaced about 8 feet
50 ft
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Figure 1—Combination receiving set making use of two aerials for long and
short wave reception
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apart, the vertical section being separated about 15 feet above the earth
by an 8 foot spreader. For the “L” type only one wire is necessary, 175
feet long and 60 to IOO feet high.
The primary coil for the short wave coupled in figures I and 2 should
be 3 inches long, 3 inches in diameter, wound with No. 24 S.S.C. wire
tapped so as to allow a variation of one turn at a time. The secondary
should be 2% inches long and 2% inches in diameter wound for 134

inches with No. 28 S.S.C. wire. It is not necessary to take any taps
off of the secondary. A small variometer is used in the secondary cir
cuit to allow very fine tuning.
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Figure 2–Assembly of the receiving apparatus

A full description of a variometer which is very efficient for this pur
pose may be found in the book “How to Conduct a Radio Club” by E.
E. Bucher.

-

-

A small variometer of a simple design may be constructed that will
answer this purpose very well. The outer coil should be 3% inches in di
ameter, 1% inches wide, wound with 25 turns of No. 28 S.S.C. wire.
The inner coil should be 3 inches in diameter wound with No. 28 S.S.C.
wiré.

Care should be taken that the inner coil has the same amourit of

wire as the outer coil. Cardboard tubes may be used and the wire should
be well shellacked. It may be mounted on a base and placed on the oper
ating table, or if so desired it can be mounted on the back of the panel
board, with the rod that is used for rotating the inner coil extending
through the panel. With the pointer and scale on the front of the panel,
it presents a very neat appearance.
The large coupler has a primary 5 inches in diameter and 6 inches
long wound with No. 24 S.S.C. wire tapped so as to allow a variation
by one turn at a time. The secondary should be 4 inches in diameter,
5 inches long wound with No. 28 S.S.C. wire, tapped every 3% of an
inch.
*
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inside of coil A, constituting a regenerative coupling by which energy
can be transferred from the plate to the grid circuit.

It is a feature of

Figure 4–Circuit using one coil and one condenser and employing direct
regenerative coupling between the plate and grid circuits

this circuit that the oscillations can be started or stopped simply by mov
ing the coil B in and out of the coil A.

Having determined the good and bad features of the circuits described,
further experiments were carried out with the view of obtaining greater
simplicity. In fact, the writer was determined to have one coil and one
condenser, and researches to this end eventually culminated in the circuit
shown in figure 4, in which direct regenerative coupling between the
plate and grid circuits is employed. Once having discovered a funda.

mental basis upon which to work, and having observed that the mutual
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Figure 5–The perfected circuit of simple design and extremely
sharp tuning

inductance between the plate and grid circuit could be controlled by a
single coil, various combinations were tried employing grid leaks, nega

tive grid voltages, etc. Some useful results were obtained, but the ex
periments finally terminated in the universal circuit shown in figure 5,
*
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The tuning coil is wound with litzendraht or No. 18 B & S D.C.C.
wire on a tube three inches outside diameter. A four bank winding is
employed as shown in figure 6, the numbered circles showing the order
in which the turns are placed upon the tube. A section of fifty turns
is wound on the spool and a space 3% of an inch is left after which

another section of 240 turns is wound on with a tap placed at each 55
turns. The writer employs, preferably, litzendraht cable composed of
42 separate strands or No. 36 B & S enameled wire with a double silk
covering.
Figure 7 shows a general outline of the panel for the vacuum tube. It
-

contains a variable condenser, the vacuum tube holder and a filament

rheostat, all mounted inside the box.

The panel is of 3% inch bakelite.

The connections are brought out in such a way that any desired hook-up
can be employed.
A feature of construction that the average amateur would do well to
incorporate in his set is the method of fastening the panels to the box.
Several right angles of 1/16 inch brass are made and screwed to the
side of the box. The panel is then lowered and rests on the angles as
-

-

a support, leaving the panels flush with the top of the box. Holes are
then drilled through the panel and spotted in the brass angles. The
holes are then reamed out to give clearance for a small machine screw;

*
*

*.*.*.

A/70/785

Figure 7–General view of the panel for the vacuum tube with connections

the brass is then drilled and tapped to fit the machine screw. Constructed
in this way, the panel can be removed from the box as often as desired
without stripping the thread in the wood, as might happen if wood screws
are employed.
In closing, it is well to remark that the final circuits shown in this
article can be used directly with the Western Electric “E” type tube fed
from a 220 volt direct current source of supply. The bulb will give an
tenna current of O.8 ampere and telephone conversations with this amount
of current have been heard seven miles away. Other types of bulbs
employed by the writer permit transmission over distances of three
miles.

-
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CHAPTER XXVII

A Radio Receiving System Involving
Weagant's "x"

Circuit

THE author has experimented with many circuits for the reception of
damped and undamped waves, but the one described here gives
better, all-around results than any other he has used. The complete cir

cuit acts as a detector, oscillator and amplifier for both long and short

-

damped or undamped waves. An outstanding feature is that but one
bulb is required for reception over great distances.
With a circuit of this kind the writer copied signals from Nauen and
Eilvese, Germany; Canarvon, Wales; Koko Head, Hawaii; Pearl Har
bor, Hawaii; not to mention the arc stations located in the United

States, the signals from which come in at audibilities of approximately
5,OOO. Signals have been read from the new high power station in Japan

testing with Koko Head. These signals were plainly readable at New

Orleans at 8 o'clock in the morning . One point that stands out par
ticularly in connection with the operation of this set is, that by careful
variation of the condenser capacity in the grid and plate circuits, adjust
ments can be obtained whereby the circuits are just on the verge of radio
frequency oscillation, causing great amplification of spark signals; and
by further adjustment of the condenser capacities, the circuits may be
set into oscillation at any desired frequency permitting the reception of
undamped waves.
Still another feature of this apparatus which perhaps will appeal to
|
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Constructional details of the receiving system using Weagant’s “X” circuit
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The variable condensers in the secondary circuit and plate circuits

should have a capacity of at least .OOI mfc. and for the very long wave
lengths a capacity of .005 míd. is desirable. The grid condenser should
not exceed a capacity of .0005 mid. or thereabouts. A grid leak of the

type shown in figure 6 is necessary for stable operation. It may be made
of high resistance strips of graphite or lead pencil lines drawn in a
groove, or of carbon typewriter paper. A three point switch is con
nected as shown in figure 7.
-

The receiving system shown in figure 6 is not only exceedingly stable
in operation but simple of adjustment and by proper selection of induc.
tance at the antenna loading coil 1, at the tuning transformer 2 and at
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switch

the
3.

the loading coils in the grid and plate circuits, a point can be found where
simple variation of the capacity of the condensers C-2 and C-3 will be
sufficient to cover a wide range of wave lengths. In case near-by local
power lines cause interference, the filament may be grounded to earth.
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The apparatus shown in figure 2 is the usual cascade radio frequency
amplifier—a circuit applicable to the reception of damped oscillations.
Through the tubes A and B, the incoming radio frequency currents are
progressively amplified, the transformers T-1, T-2 and T-3 being air
core radio frequency transformers of the necessary dimensions for tun
ing to an incoming signal. The secondary of the three transformers are
shunted by variable condensers as usual. It is to be noted that the vac
uum tube C includes in its grid circuit a series grid condenser C-1 which
is shunted by the battery-B-1 and the resistance R connected in series.
The object of the condenser C-I is to secure an integral effect of each
group of incoming oscillations so that the effect in the plate circuit of the
vacuum tube B is to produce an audio frequency pulse of current—
one pulse for each spark at the transmitter.

Figure 2—Usual cascade radio frequency amplifier

The operation of this part of the circuit is well understood by the field
at large, the amplified incoming radio frequency currents being rectified,
accumulating a change in the condenser C-1 over the duration of a

wave train which makes the grid increasingly negative, reducing the
plate current.

At the termination of the wave train the charge leaks

out, the condenser C-I being assisted in discharging by the battery B-1.
Thus the grid potential of the tube is restored to normal value between
each group of oscillations and consequently the maximum effect is ob
tained in the plate circuit.

Tuning to audio frequency or, in other words, to the spark frequency
of the transmitter is accomplished through the transformer T-4 which

.
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Figure 3–Graph showing how the potential of
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contains an iron core and is of the necessary dimensions to be resonant

to frequencies around a thousand per second. The secondary terminals
of T-4 are connected to the grid circuit of the tube D, the plate circuit of
which contains the telephone transmitter P.

CHAPTER XXX

A Combination Receiving Circuit for Vacuum
Tube and Crystal
~,

-

THE English Marconi Company has developed a novel circuit for the
combined or individual use of the vacuum tube and the crystal rec
tifier. The scheme of connections is shown in the accompanying dia
gram. C is a short wave condenser, L is the antenna inductance, L-1 a
coil which acts as a primary winding of a receiver tuner for use with

the crystal detector D, or as a regenerative coupler for amplification by
the vacuum tube.

L-2 is the secondary of the tuning transformer for

use with the crystal or a tuning element of the plate circuit for regener
ative coupling in connection with the vacuum tube. C-1 is the plate cir

P1

-

Circuit

for

the

combined

or individual use
crystal rectifier

of

vacuum

tube

and

cuit tuning condenser. D is a carborundum rectifier, P-I a potentiometer,

B-2 the plate battery, T a telephone transformer and P-2 a pair of low
resistance telephones.
It will be clear, from close observation of the diagram, that if the fila
ment F of the vacuum tube is cold, the crystal detector D alone may be
-

employed to detect spark signals. L-1 is then the primary of the tuning
transformer and L-2 the secondary. If, on the other hand, amplifica
tion of the incoming signal is desired, the filament F is brought into play.

The grid element G is then connected to the antenna inductance L and
by suitable adjustment of the reaction L-1, L-2 and of the grid circuit
potentiometer P-3 the circuits of the tube will be set into self-oscillation.
The apparatus then receives by the phenomenon of beats or by careful ad
justment of L-1 and L-2. Amplification of the incoming signal can be
secured without the beat phenomenon.
76
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There is thus provided a receiving apparatus which is independent of
the vacuum tube, for should it become inoperative, such as by burning out

of the filament, signals can still be received by the crystal detector alone.
For longer distances, the vacuum tube circuits are brought into action
for amplification. The apparatus clearly is responsive to undamped waves
as well as damped waves.
I

|
)

An impressive type of amateur aerial

CHAPTER XXXI
How to Make a Set for Damped and Undamped
Signals

-

ONE type of apparatus that is very much in favor with radio amateurs
today is a receiving set which responds to both damped and un
damped oscillations. Many amateurs prefer a receiving set of great
simplicity—one which does not require complicated multipoint switches,

and a number of soldered connections.

So the author has shown the

construction in the second diagram of a receiving panel that will be suit

able for their requirements.
The cabinet may be of any wood properly finished. It should have
over all dimensions of approximately 15 inches by Io inches by 7 inches.
As will be noted from the diagram, the set proper consists of 3 vari
ometers, one condenser, and a three-electrode vacuum tube.
The antenna variometer consists of two cardboard tubes 3% inches
and 3 inches in diameter, respectively. The 3% inch tube is wound with
45 turns of No. 32 single silk wire, and the other tube with 50 turns of

No. 32 single silk wire.

-

Figure 1-Simple wiring scheme for sets capable
of receiving damped and undamped signals

The grid and plate variometers are identical. They have the same di
mensions as the antenna variometer except that they are wound with 30
turns on the outside tube, and 35 turns on the inside tube.

The variable condenser has a capacity of .0005 mfd.
Referring to the drawing of the panel, the lower left hand knob con

trols the antenna variometer, the upper left hand knob the grid variome
ter, and the upper and lower right hand knobs control the condenser and

the variometer in the plate circuit, respectively.
The control knob directly under the vacuum tube is attached to the
78

CHAPTER XXXII

*

A Receiving Set for a Wide Range of
Wave Lengths
THE receiving set described herewith was designed to give a wide
range of wave length with the least possible number of switches, and
to afford the greatest convenience in tuning to a given station.
The general appearance of the front of the cabinet is shown in figure
I, a rear view wiring diagram in figure 2, and constructional details ap
pear in figures 3 and 4. The connections for the vacuum tubes are shown

in figure 5, and for the crystal rectifier in figure 6.
The cabinet is made of mahogany one-half inch thick; the base should be
three-quarters of an inch in thickness. The front panels are four inches

wide and eighteen inches long, held in place by brackets 6 and 7 of figures
3 and 4,—6 for the top panel B and 7 for lower panel A.

The

brackets for panel A are fastened by three-sixteenths of an inch 6-32
round head screws on the inside of the panels, which hook over a round
head wood screw in the side and bottom of the cabinet. Since panel B
is movable, and has a contact spring for throwing the mineral detector
in circuit, all four brackets are constructed so that the panel can be pushed
straight in. The wood screws on the inside of the cabinet are then taken
up to hold it in place.
In the lower left hand corner of panel Asis a push-button for the buz
zer tester. It may be, however, that one can secure the same results by
throwing the variable condenser in series with the aerial and then plac
-

ing it on short circuit.

The discharge of the condenser produces a

characteristic click which enables one to find the best adjustment of the
oscillation detector.

-

The variable condenser of the primary circuit is connected in series
with the aerial and when thrown one point beyond full capacity is placed
on short circuit. This does away with the use of a single pole switch.
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Figure 1-Front view of cabinet
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The mineral detector shown to the right of figure I is the universal

type, first used by the Marconi Company. At the left of the panel, figure
1, will be seen the hard rubber binding posts for the aerial and ground
connections, and on the right in the lower corner are the posts for the
head telephones.
Connections between panels A and B, figure 2, are made with five one
-

thirty-second inch phosphor bronze springs A, B, C, D, and F. Remov
ing panel B allows contact springs C and D to come toward the front
of the set making contact with cross piece E and closing the detector
circuit.

Since the batteries are mounted on a shelf in the back of the cabinet,

in a box, panel B can be removed from the set by loosening four screws
in brackets number 6 (figures 3 and 4) on the inside of the cabinet.
can then be pulled straight out.
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Figures 3 and 4–Constructional details

The switch for the filaments of the two vacuum bulbs is built with a

second blade or contact which automatically throws the mineral detector

out when the valves are thrown in, thereby making unnecessary the use
of a double throw switch.

The author has always found the ordinary switch for varying the bat
tery current objectionable in that if the points were near enough to
keep the blade or contact from sticking between them they would short
circuit the set of batteries between these two particular points, and if
the points were a greater distance apart than the width of the contact
blade, the spring in the contact would force it down and it would hit or
-

-
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catch against the side of the next contact even though both the contact
points and the contact spring were “rounded off.”
For the above reason the author uses a dead point between each two
live points making the width of the sliding contact a little less than the
total distance between the live contacts.

The loading coils are wound on ten separate hard rubber discs three
T T.

Figure 5–Connections for
vacuum

tubes

and-a-half inches in diameter.

Figure

6–Crystal

recti-

-

fier circuit

They are mounted five to a set, flat on

the rear. Five coils are part of the secondary circuit and the other five
are for the primaries. They are mounted on a thin piece of fibre sheet,
hinged, and mounted face to face with the five secondaries. The first

coil is wound clockwise, and the second counter clockwise.
All spring contacts are made of phosphor bronze about one-thirty
second of an inch in thickness.

The contact points are three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter and
three-sixteenths of an inch in height. All metal parts are silver-plated.
The binding posts are made from a six-thirty-second screw one-half inch
long, a hexagon nut tapped to fit it, and a small rubber handle with a

six-thirty-second tapped bushing made into it.
For the front panels the author uses one-quarter inch bakelite and
for all handles one-quarter inch hard rubber except the handles on the
rheostat, and battery switches which are standard knurled handles about
one and one-quarter inch in diameter.
To connect the rod No. 19 (figures 3 and 4) to the hard rubber handle

it is necessary to put a pin through the handle and rod, also through the
rod and secondary coil. The bushing No. 15 is threaded and the primary

tapped to fit. The hole through the panel has three-eighths inch clearance.
and therefore the bushing holds the primary coil against the panel. This

bushing has a one-quarter inch hole through it which is large enough to
carry the tube connected to the primary handle. This tube is scratched
on the end to make it rough and it is driven into the primary handle.
The contact spring has a one-quarter inch hole and it is soldered onto

the tube which extends an eighth of an inch beyond the face of the
handle. This keeps the coupling handle far enough away to be easily
manipulated.

The ring No. 8 is cut from one-sixteenth inch copper or brass and
then cut, to the center hole and pulled as shown in the drawing. This

is soldered onto the one-quarter inch coupling rod.

CHAPTER XXXIII
A Supersensitive Receiving Set With
Two-Stage Amplifier
THIS receiver is designed both for damped and undamped oscillations,
and also has a two-step amplifier attachment which will increase the
audibility to at least 150 times. The apparatus is not complicated; any
body who has had experience with undamped receivers can fully com
prehend its working. For those lacking experience with the amplifier
the author would recommend that they secure a copy of E. E. Bucher's
“How to Conduct a Radio Club,” wherein its workings are described
especially for the amateur.
In figure I, the general appearance and construction of the cabinet
are given in detail. The dimensions apply to amateurs who cannot erect

an aerial in excess of 300 feet in length, but will work exceedingly well
on an aerial of 100 feet in length. The longer the aerial the better the
results, but remarkable distances have been covered with a IOO-foot
aerial in connection with this set.

-

-

-

In figure 2 the circuits of the coils and coupler are given. The pri
mary of the coupler may be wound on a tube 7 inches in diameter and 12
inches long, with No. 28 single silk. The first primary switch covers ev
ery ten turns. It has 15 taps. The secondary primary switch cuts in every
I inch of winding and has ten taps. The secondary is wound with No. 30
single silk, and is tapped off every 4 inch. The twenty-four taps are di
vided between two 12-point switches, as shown in figure 1.

Aheastafford"

Figure

1-Front

view

of

A fo/-A2

a

A for 43

receiving set with two-stage amplifier
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RECEIVING SET WITH TWO-STAGE AMPLIFIER

The coils L and L-1 are each 30 inches long and 4 inches in diameter,
wound with No. 30 single silk. They are tapped every 2 inches. A
tubular bulb or present Marconi VT is suitable for continuous wave re
ception, but good results have been obtained with the old round bulbs.
~
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Figure 2—Wiring diagram for the receiving set incorporating a two-stage amplifier

The coils L-3 and L-4 are obtained from the secondary of a #4 inch
spark coil, the primary being removed and the core replaced.
A loading coil may be inserted in series with the primary winding
having the following dimensions: 4 inches in diameter and 12 inches
long, wound with No. 26 single silk. No enameled wire should be used
in a set of this kind, as experiments have proven it unsatisfactory for
highly sensitive work.
Oak is recommended for the cabinet.

This wood can be secured at

nominal cost, and if it is treated with black stain, Johnson's Flemish Oak,
and:
down several times with wax, it fairly resembles hard

"

rubber.

-

-

It should be mentioned also that if one does not care to use the am
plifiers he should have no trouble in receiving 3,000 miles with this set.
With the amplifier attachment and an aerial IOO feet in length no diffi
culty should be experienced in receiving stations as far as 7,000 miles,
under favorable conditions.

The wood required for the construction of the cabinet is as follows:
The base should be 36 inches in length, 12 inches in width and 34 inch
in thickness. The same dimensions apply to the top. The front should
be 12 inches in height, 34 inches in length and #4 inch in thickness; the
ends Io inches wide, 12 inches in height and #4 inch in thickness, and
the secondary front 4 inches wide, 6 inches in height and #4 inch in
thickness.

CHAPTER XXXIV
How to Design Sixty-Cycle Transformers
For Amateur Transmitters
THE fundamental equation of the transformer is
E=4.44X®XNXf XIo”
Where, E=voltage
q=maximum flux threading the coil at no load and equals the

density in lines of force per square inch, B, multiplied by the
area of the core A.

N=number of turns in the winding
f=frequency of applied E.M.F.
For the primary E.M.F.
E=4.44X4, XN-Xf XIo"
For the secondary E.M.F.
E2–4.44Xq2XN-Xf XIo-*
-
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The ratio of primary E.M.F. to the secondary E.M.F. is,
E

4.44 p. N. f Io"

E1

4.44 pi N1 f

To

p. N.

p N1

If p=q, that is, if there is no magnetic leakage so that all of the flux
produced by the primary cuts the secondary, this becomes
E.

N2

El

N1

This is the ratio of the secondary E.M.F. to the primary E.M.F. and
is equal to the ratio of the number of turns on the two coils. The rela
tion does not hold for open core transformers as they have a large mag
netic leakage.
No LOAD LOSSES

The losses at no load are practically those due to hysteresis or eddy
currents in the iron core.

The hysteresis loss is W=K B" f W
The eddy current loss is W=K-B”f*t°W
Where, K=hysteresis constant” and varies with the grade of iron.
=.0027% Io" for alloyed iron
=.0615XIo" for ordinary iron
Ka=a constant inversely proportional to the electrical resistance
of the iron

*

=2.29XIo" for ordinary iron
=.792). Io" for alloyed iron
B=maximum flux density in iron in lines per square inch
f=frequency cycles per second
t=thickness of laminations in inches

W=weight of iron in pounds

Iron of 4" thick is suitable for transformers. At 60 cycles alloyed iron
is preferable to ordinary iron.
LOSSES UNDER LOAD

The losses when the secondary is connected to a load are those due to
the resistance of the current in the primary winding, which equals II* R.
Where I1=current

R-resistance of the primary winding
The resistance and current in the secondary winding is equal to I* R.

where Iz=current and R2+ resistance of the secondary winding. Added
to this are the iron losses.

The I*R losses are know as the copper losses and vary with the load.
The iron losses are practically constant at all loads. The total losses are

simply the addition of the foregoing losses, viz.:
Iron loss

+II*R-|-I*R,
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EFFICIENCY OF TRANSFORMATION

The efficiency

-

>

-

output
Or

~

input
output--(input--iron losses+II* R1+I* Rs)
The efficiency of a transformer is maximum when the iron losses equal
the copper losses.
A study of the fundamental formula shows that the number of turns
of wire does not depend on the kw, rating of the transformer nor on the
current the transformer will draw, but depends solely on the E.M.F.,
flux and frequency.
The only effect the load rating has is to fix the size of wire. The
size of wire should be from 1,000 to 2,500 cir. mils per ampere for £4
kw. and about 500 cir. mils per ampere in Io kw, sizes or larger. To
-

-

illustrate the point let us change
E=4.44 A B n f IO* to
EX Io°
An=—

4.44 B f
Substituting E=110, B=60,000, f=60, we have
I IOX Io°

-

An=—-=688

4.44X6O,OOOX60
Now if A=1, n should equal 688
and if A=688, n should equal I
if A=2, n should equal 344
and if A=344, n should equal 2, etc.

Any value can be chosen for A or n provided An=688.
NUMBER OF TURNS

The number of turns can be determined approximatcly as follows:
E
111

K VW
Where E=coil voltage W=watts capacity of the transformer

K=.021 for small 60-cycle transformers and
transformers.

K=.03 for larger
-

If the formula above is used to find the primary turns, the secondary
turns equal
E1
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In transformers for radio work, the current should be determinel from
the kilovolt-ampere rating rather than from the kw. rating as the power
factor (cosd) is rather low."
Example
-

Let W=500 watts
El-E IIo volts (primary)
f=60 cycles
E2= 13,500 volts (secondary)
Power factor=.8 (assumed)=cos.dp
The power W=E, I, cos P. Substituting the above values,
5OO= I IOXIX.8
500

=5 amperes (approx.)

I1=

IOOX.8
I IOX5

Ei Ii

Secondary current I2E=—=—=.04 ampere (approx.)
I 3,500

E.

-

The area of the primary wire, allowing 1000 cir. mils per ampere-5X IOOO=5000 cir. mils.

From a wire table we find that the wire nearest

to this is No. 13 DCC wire. Its resistance is 2 ohms per 1000 ft. For the
secondary, the area==.04X25OO=1OO cir. mils and from a wire table we
find that this corresponds to No. 30 SSC wire. Its resistance is about 103
ohms per thousand feet.
-

To obtain the number of turns on the primary,
E
n =—

.02I VW
I IO

-

=—-=238 turns
.02IV/5OO

At 60,000 lines per square inch.
688
A=

688

–Or
11

An should=688, so that
=2.89 sq. in.

238

For economy of copper, the coil and core should be square in cross
section; hence the core should be V2.cg=1.7" on side.
The secondary turns
E2 (n,

13,500X238

n =—--=—-=20,274 turns
El

I IO

Determining the Primary and Secondary Dimensions

The voltage per section of the secondary should not exceed 4000 volts.
Dividing 13,500 by 4 gives 3375 vol's per coil, and dividing 29,274 by 4

90
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gives 7319 turns per coil of the secondary. If we make each coil of the
secondary square in cross section, we have V7319 or approximately 85
turns on a side.

Allowing for pieces of insulation os" thick between

coils, and .125" micanite between the ends of the coils and the core, gives,
allowing 4 mils insulation, 4 (85X.OI4”)+(3X.05)+(2)(.125)=5.2
inches as the height of the transformer window. (See figure J). Since

the diameter of No. 30 D.S.C. wire is of 4", the thickness of the secondary

- 3.4%

2%.]— 4.7"

-.4%

45°

/.5%

52"

-U

cizs'
!

/25"
i
f

/ 7"

General plan with dimensions of the core, primary and secondary coils

coil=(85X.oia”)-Ho. 125+-one layer of tape= 1.5 inches.
O.125 is the thickness of the micanite tube.

The factor

Allowing .0625" as the thickness of the micanite tube between the pri
mary coil and core, gives about 5 inch winding space. Dividing 5 by
.078” gives about 64 turns per layer for primary coil. Dividing 64 into
238 gives 3 layers for the primary and calls for 46 additional turns to
give the full 238 turns. The thickness of the primary coil is then 4X.078

+.0625 or O.4 inches approximately.

Mean length of secondary turn=4 (1.7+1.4)=12.5 inches. And
I2.5"X29,274
—=30,494 ft. total length of secondary wire.
-

I2

At IO2 ohms per thousand, the resistance of the secondary=30.5XIO3=
3141 ohms. The copper loss of secondary=I^2}(R,+3141 X.O4X.O4==
6.7 or 7 watts.
The mean length of primary turn=4 (1.7+.4)=8.4 inches. This mul
-
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tiplied by 238=1999 inches and divided by 12 gives 166 feet as the length
of the primary wire. The total resistance at 2 ohms per thousand=.166
X2=.332 ohms. The primary copper loss=I,”. R=.332X5X5=8.36
watts.

Total copper loss=8.36+7=15.36 watts.

The iron loss of good silicon steel is approximately 8 watt per pound.
For the highest efficiency, the iron loss must equal the copper loss. Di
viding 15.36 by 8 gives 19.2 pounds as the weight of iron in the core.
Dividing 19.2 by .278 gives 69.4 as the total volume of the core. The
length of the core with corners equals (5.2+1.7+1.7)=8.6 inches and
for two cores=2X8.6=17.2 inches. The total volume of the cores there
fore equals 1.7XI.7X17.2=49.7 cubic inches. Subtracting this from the
total volume, 69.4–49.7=19.73 as the volume of the yokes. Dividing this

by 2.89 gives 6.8 as the length of both yokes. Dividing this by 2 gives 3.4
inches as the width of the transformer window.

With steel laminations of 4 thick, a core 1.7 inches will require 1.7%
59X4=404 pieces in all; 202 of these should be cut 1.7 inches wide and
(5.2+1.7)=6.9 inches, say 7 inches, long. The other 202 pieces should
be cut 1.7 inches wide and (3.4 inches-–1.7 inches)=5.1 inches, say 5
inches. long. The builder may be able to get these cut to these dimen
sions by the manufacturers of the steel.

We may now determine the efficiency of the transformer from the fore
going formula. Summarizing,

Primary copper loss = 8.36 watts
Secondary copper loss= 7.
watts
Iron loss
= 15.36 watts
500

Therefore, Efficiency=—=94%
500+ 15.36+8.36+7
ASSEMBLY

Stack up the laminations as in figures A and B and be sure to stagger

the joints. Drive nails in a board as in figure C and lay on sheets until
the pile is 1.7 inches thick.

The ends of the cores are shown in figure

D. Figure E shows how the yokes will appear finally. After making up
two cores and one yoke like figure C, bind them with one layer of friction
tape.

Next put 1/16 inch washers on primary and #8 inch washers on the
secondary. These should be made of micanite. Next place the micanite
tubes on the primary and secondary cores. Make them about the same
thickness as their respective washers.
The winding form for the primary is 1.8 inches on side and 5 inches
long. Put on one layer of fishing twine, then one layer insulating paper,
and finally 238 turns of No. 13 DCC wire. Now take off one end of the
form, pull out fishing twine, whereupon the coil will come off very easily.
Next solder on I foot of No. 12 machine cable to act as leads and then

dip the coil in clear insulating varnish and bake for about 6 hours. Then
wrap it with one layer linen tape, lapping the tape for half its width and
then place the coil on the core. This completes the primary.
The form for the secondary will be 1.9 inches square and 1.2 inches

long. First wind it with cord and paper as the primary, and put on 85
iayers of 85 turns per layer of No. 30 D.S.C. wire. Place I layer of .007
inch oiled paper between the layers, then solder on leads of No. 20 silk

CHAPTER XXXVII

How to Make a Simple Modulator for
Continuous Oscillations
THE successful reception of signals from stations emitting undamped
waves requires some means for reducing the radio frequency cur
rents to audio frequency currents of less than 20,000 cycles per second.
This can be accomplished in a number of ways, such as by the use of a
tikker that breaks the circuit at a speed great enough to give an easily
read note in the receivers, by utilizing an interfering current to produce
“beats” or current peaks as in the heterodyne system, or by tuning and
detuning the circuit at high speed to give an audible note.
The latter method has received little attention from experimenters
and should be a fertile field for investigation. The revolving condenser
method has been described previously but the instrument described in this
paper uses an inductance to tune and detune the circuits. The device is
nothing more than a small variometer so constructed that the inner coil
can be revolved at a high speed.

In figure 1, is given a broken view of the device to show its assembly.
The constructional details and dimensions are given in figure 2. A square
wooden frame is used to support the stationary coils. This should be
assembled with small brass screws, one end being left off till the rotor

is in place. Bearings for the rotor are made from brass and mounted
in the ends as shown.

The rotor is made from a two-inch length of shade roller or other

wooden stick one inch in diameter.

A slot one-quarter inch square

is cut in opposite sides to take the winding.

Holes are drilled in the

ends to take one-quarter inch brass rods of the lengths given to form
a shaft.

Grooves are cut around the rotor for the fine silk or linen

binders that hold the winding in place.

The rotor is wound with No. 28 B & S, S.C.C. copper wire. One end

5%%/y
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Figure 1-Assembled view of device for modulating continuous oscillations
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of the wire is soldered to one shaft and the wire wound around in the

slots similar to a telephone magneto.

A little tape should be placed

around the shaft where the wire touches. The winding is done in
smooth layers, a slip of thin pasteboard being put between layers to

//7/ē//72/ Co/7/7ec//o/7

W

#.
/%ure 2
Figure 2—Showing constructional details and
dimensions

Age/re 3
Figure 3—Showing method of wiring the device
in the receiving circuit

keep them smooth and reduce the capacity effect of the winding. When
the slots are full the other end of the wire is soldered to the other shaft.

A piece of cardboard is put in each slot over the winding and then bound
in place with fine silk thread.
The stationary coils may be wound right on the square frame after
the rotor has been put in place but it is preferable to make them so they
can be easily removed. Each coil of the stationary winding should con
tain one-half the number of turns on the rotor, they being made of the
same size wire. The form used for winding them should be a trifle
larger than the square frame, a winding space three-eighths of an inch
wide being used. Thin pasteboard should be placed between layers to

stiffen the coils and also reduce capacity losses. After being removed
from the form the coils are served with a layer of tape to keep them
in shape.
The motor used for driving the rotor should be of the series type to
give a high speed which can be controlled by a small rheostat. A heavy
rubber band forms a very satisfactory belt for the device.
The usual method of wiring this instrument in the receiving circuit is
shown in figure 3. By bringing out the leads from the rotor and stator

to separate binding posts the experimental possibilities of the device are
greatly increased.

\

CHAPTER XXXIX

How to Design a Five-Hundred Cycle
Transformer

IT has been shown that for maximum efficiency the iron losses in trans
formers should be approximately equal to the copper losses.
Assume for example that the design of a 34 K.W. transformer is un
der consideration; with a loss of 6% and efficiency of 94%, the total loss
will be 45 watts; one-half of this or 22% watts will then be the iron loss.
The watt loss per lb. for good silicon steel of 4 inches thick at 500

cycles is approximately 1.2 watts. Dividing this into 22% gives 19 lb.
as the weight of iron. Dividing 19 by .276 gives 68 cu. in. for the total
amount of metal. For economy of copper, and to facilitate the cutting
of the metal, the transformer should be square in form and in cross
section.

Assume 1.7 inches for the side and 2.89 inches for the cross section;
their product divided into 68 gives 23.5 inches as the mean length of
the path. Dividing the result by 4 gives approximately 5.87 inches or
7.25 inches outside and 4 inches inside length.

With steel of the above dimensions we shall require about 59 pieces
to the inch, or totally 400 pieces 1.7 inches wide by 5.9 inches long.
We may assume a primary voltage of 100 volts, current of 7.5 am
peres; also a secondary voltage of 10,000 volts current of .075 ampere
and the ratio of transformation to be 100.
-

The formula:
f

|

V

444XaXbXnXt
––
s

IO8

*:

can be changed to
vXIO*
t

444XaXb%n
where,

v=voltage,
a=cross sectional area,

b=density in lines of force per sq. in.,
t=number turns of wire.

Allowing I 5000 lines per sq. in. and solving for
IOOX IOO OOO OOO
t=

4.44X2.9XI5,000X5OO=II2 turns for pri

mary, and since the ratio of transformation is IOO there will be 11,200
turns in the secondary.
For radio work IOOO circular mils should be allowed for current of I

ampere. This calls for a conductor of 5700 cir. mils, for the primary
IOI
- *

1O2
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coil and 75 cir. mils. for the secondary coil. Using the next larger size
wire we employ No. II (8234 cir. mils) for the primary, and No. 31
(75 cir. mils) for the secondary.
If we use .25 inch Empire cloth to insulate the primary between the
ends of the coil, and allow for the yoke between the coil and the core,
the winding length will be 3.5 inches. In this space we can wind 3
layers of 35 turns each. An additional 7 turns can be placed in the mid
dle of the coil to make up the 112 turns.
The secondary should be divided into Io sections of IOOO volts, and
1120 turns each. Allowing the same thickness of insulation for the sec

ondary as the primary, and 1/32 inch between coils we can wind Io coils
consisting of 59 layers of 19 turns per layer, for the secondary.
The overall efficiency may be determined as follows: The mean length
of a primary turn is 8.5 inches and for 112 turns this equals 80 ft. At
1.3 ohms resistance per thousand ft.
R=.1 ohm

1* R=7.5*X. I=5.6 watts for the copper losses in the primary coil.
The mean length of the secondary turn is Io.6 inches, total 9900 ft.
At 131 ohms per IOOO ft. R=1257 ohms.

1* R loss=.075*X1297=7.2 watts for the secondary losses. The total
copper loss therefore equals 13 watts, the iron loss=22.5 watts, and
the efficiency=
750

750––13––22.5=95%

The primary and secondary inductances may be determined by a modi
fication of the formula given by Messrs. Franklin and Williamson in
their work on Alternating Currents as follows:

L+ #)
4Xn”XA / X

Y

3

3

\

IO-9

Where L=Inductance in Henries,
n=number turns

1=2 times the height of the transformer window
A=thickness of core

X=thickness of pri, coil,
Y=thickness of sec. coil,

g=distance between coils,
The above dimensions are in centimeters.

For this example

4X3.14XI2,544X4.3
(3.3+7+6.9) IO* =.OOO69 Hy. pri reactance.
-

2O.3

This may or may not be the correct value required.

mensions of the transformer will have to be changed.

If not, the di

CHAPTER XL

An Instrument for Self Instruction in the
Continental Code
THE ordinary buzzer gives only sending practice, but the device de
scribed herewith will give 1 sceiving practice, which, as is well known,
is the harder of the two to master.

The apparatus can be cheaply constructed. The necessary parts can
usually be found around the amateur's laboratory.

The assembled instrument is shown in figure 1, and the details of the
cardboard discs are shown in figure 2. Figure 3 is a wiring diagram of
the apparatus.

The disc shown in figure 2 is 4% inches in diameter.

Pieces are

cut out of the circumference to form the dots and dashes of the Interna

tional Code. The discs are then thoroughly shellacked and baked in an
OVen.

&=4
~

5//de/
Figures 1 and 2—Instruments for self instruction
in

the

Continental

code

Strips of tin foil which are shown by the dotted lines in figure 2 are
pasted on the cardboard disc, and connected to a copper washer in the
middle. Care should be taken to cut the tinfoil exactly the same size as
the dot or dash on which it is pasted, for otherwise, some dots and
dashes will be longer than others. After this is done, the discs are

clamped by means of bolts on a threaded shaft which is revolved by an
electric motor as shown in figure I.
IO3
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The wire leading from the instrument panel to the ground connection
should be short and run as nearly vertical as possible. A No. 4 B & S
stranded, rubber covered wire serves the purpose.
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Figure 1–Front view of transmitting panel for an amateur radio
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station

OPERATING PANEL

The operating panel, shown in the accompanying figures 1, 2, 3 and 4,

may be made of transite asbestos wood, from 1% inch to 34 inch thick.
This is the best kind of material to use, because it is cheaper than slate
or marble, more easily worked and is fireproof. However, a panel of neat

appearance may be built of I inch oak or pine boards and given two coats
of floor varnish. The panel is mounted by means of wood screws on two

2” x 2" wooden uprights or on iron brackets and braced at a point 15
inches from the wall.

For switching from a transmitting to a receiving position, two single
pole double-throw high tension knife switches are employed. The blades

as shown in the side elevations, figures 2 and 3, are interlocked by means
of bell-cranks and levers, and are operated by a lever approximately 2.

ONE-KILOWATT TRANSMITTING SET . . .
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Figure 2–Left end view, of transmitting panel showing single, pole double throw high
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tension switches interlocked by means of bell-cranks and levers
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For 2a/b=3.22, K=.412.

-

Substituting these values in the preceding formula we obtain,
=8325 cms.
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lf we insert this inductance in a “T” aerial 120 feet long and 60 feet in
height we obtain a wave length of A=203 meters.
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The inductance of the primary coil may be obtained in a similar man
ner making corrections for the leads from the condenser.

If the coil is

built to dimensions given in the illustrations, its inductance will be 2084
CnlS.

- *

-

The capacity of a condenser used in conjunction with primary induc
tance L=2084 cms. is given by
-

-

A” (meters)
C(mfd)=—

3550 L (cm)
If

A=200 meters

C=.0054 mid.
The capacity of a glass plate condenser is given by,
n K A
C–
X1/9XIo"

mfds

4td
where n=number of plates required,

K=a constant which for plate glass may be taken as approxi.
mately 6.

A=area of the metal foil=81 sq. in. =253 sq. cm.
d=thickness of the glass=.25"=635 cm.
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The number of plates required then is,
47 d C
n=—=12.35
K. A

We shall therefore use 13 plates and adjust the capacity by varying the
distance between the plates. For the wave length of 250 meters, it will be
necessary to use 20 plates.

The diagram, figure 4, does not show protective condensers. A pro
tective unit consists of two 2 microfarad condensers connected in series.

The central wire is connected to earth and the two outside wires across

the power line close to the meter. A protective spark gap might also be
connected across the secondary of the high voltage transformer.

*::

A commercial panel type transmitter,
illustrating the ideal design
for
** * * *
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CHAPTER XLIII

How to

Make a Simple Wireless Telephone.

Transmitter Using a Vacuum Tube

".

LOW powered radio telephone transmitters soon will be the order of the
day, but few amateurs know just exactly how to get started in this
branch of radio. The books “Radio Telephony” by Goldsmith and “Vac
uum Tubes in Wireless Communication” by Bucher, are excellent for

obtaining an understanding of the operating characteristics of continu
ous wave generators for speech transmission. This chapter aims only
to give constructional details.
| |
-

Figure 1–Hook-up of instruments for a small
amateur radiophone transmitter

Directions for assembling a small radio telephone, which should have a
transmitting range of at least six miles, follow.

Prior to the war, a

similar but cruder set was constructed, using but one ordinary vacuum
tube with a speaking range of three miles.

*

*

In constructing a radio telephone, there are three primary obstacles
which confront the experimenter.

He must find:

*

(1) A very simple and easily understood hookup, containing inex
pensive and easily procured instruments.
(2) A source of direct current of fairly high voltage.
. ..

(3) A continuous wave generator.

*

..

The three element vacuum tube will be the only type considered. Fig
II5
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ure I gives a hookup which seems an adequate answer to problem (1).
If the amateur has access to a source of 11o volt AC and a sufficient
amount of money to expend, he may either obtain a 500 volt DC motor
generator or a kenotron rectifier, patterned after the Fleming valve.
and obtainable from the General Electric Company. Either the DC

generator or the kenotron with 500 volts AC, may be employed to sup
ply the plate current.

With such sources of current, quite a respect

able transmitting range may be obtained. However, few amateurs will
care to begin their radiophone experiments on such a large scale. The

experimental set herein described uses from fifty to ninety volts of the
large size tubular flashlight batteries or No. 6 dry cells. In wholesale
lots the price is not as high as or e might imagine from retail com

Figure 2—Front and side view of assembled radiophone transmitter

parison.

Under favorable circumstances a discount as high as 50 per

cent may be had on quantity lots.

-

-

Problem 3 as in problem 2 resolves itself into a question of financial
resources. The continuous wave generator in the outfit described here
consists of two small, three-element vacuum tubes such as tubular bulbs

or electron relays with the members connected in parallel. Additional
bulbs may be added to increase the range, which should be from two to
six miles per bulb, depending on the tuning of the circuit and the effici

ency of the antenna and ground.
After the experimenter has gained a working knowledge of radio
telephony and has access to a source of high voltage, he should get pos

session of a “power bulb" such as the pliotron or one of the Marconi
bulbs.

Large bulbs of this type, fed by 500 volts DC often give a

speaking range of a hundred miles or more,

,

,
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Figure 2 gives the front and side view of the assembled outfit. The
front panel should be made of some good insulating material such as
bakelite. The base and back may be of hard wood treated with asphaltuni
varnish or a mixture of lamp-black and shellac as they are touched by
no current carrying connections. On each side of the panel, about 9
inches up from base, two wooden strips 7 inches long should be placed
between the back and front, to strengthen the construction. These are
not shown in the side view as they would cover up the wooden, inch

square strips which support the two secondaries. These hinge from the
primary with these strips as axes.
Each of the two secondaries, SI and S2, is composed of five turns
of edgewise wound copper strip spiral 7% inches in diameter, #4 inch
-

wide and I-16 of an inch thick. Each turn is held 3% inch apart from
the adjoining turn by strips of bakelite, I inch square and 2 inches
long, except at the bottom. The coil is fastened to the axis upon which
the secondary pivots by a piece of bakelite shaped as in figure 3-A.
The primary, P, is composed of copper, spiral wound edgewise as the
secondaries and is 5 inches in diameter, 5-16 of an inch wide and I-16 of
an inch thick. Each adjoining turn is held 3% inch apart by bakelite
strips, 34 inch square and 5 inches long, except at the bottom, where
the primary is supported by a piece of bakelite as in figure 3-B. This

piece is to be fastened to a strip of wood, held between the front and
s

§$

§

-

2

Figure 3A–Detail of fastening coils

Aach

# exo~4.4%
–"

*
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Figure
-

3B—Primary supported by a piece of
Bakelite

back panels by wood-screws as in the side view of figure 2. The copper

strip for the “oscillation transformer” may be purchased from wire
less supply houses.

The transformer is designed considerably heavier than necessary for
the current derived from the high voltage battery as suggested here,
for the experimenter sooner or later may find himself in a position to
use power bulbs and a commercial form of high voltage supply.
In most radiophone circuits a radiation indicator (such as a hot-wire
ammeter) is essential, for successful operation depends mainly on careful
tuning. The meter suggested is one of the small “junior” patterns. It
should be short circuited by the switch at top of panel when not in use.
The battery B3 in the transmitter circuit may be from six to ten volts
of storage or No. 6 dry cells. The transmitter is taken from one of the
common long-distance telephones. If it happens that the carbon grains
become fused, replace them with larger grains. The induction coil I is
nothing more than the ordinary telephone transformer. A type that

will operate from a ten-volt dry battery may be purchased from any

118.
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electrical supply house. Both the high voltage battery B2 and battery
B3 are cut into the circuit by the switch at the bottom of the panel.
One rated at 30 amperes, 250 volts is about the right size to use.

Battery B1 is a six volt storage battery and is mounted behind the
panel to prevent the outfit from overturning. There are sixteen points of
variation of one-half ohm each. A good radius for the switch points
is 1% inches.
Better results will be obtained if the bulbs are purchased from re
liable companies which standardizes its products, that is, all bulbs are
-

supposed to be alike.

"

The variable condenser VC is one of the 43 plate receiving type, filled

with castor oil, or a good grade of motor oil to give a capacity of oo5
mföl.

-

.

. .

.

- -

- -

The design of the three coupling coils herein described permits a range
of 180 to 350 meters with the average antenna. If permission can be
obtained to use a longer wave length, either a loading coil or a longer
aerial may be used, the latter is preferable.
"The variation for the high voltage battery is obtained by a clip and
flexible lead at the battery box as it would be impractical to take a
large number of leads up to the panel from the batteries.
It is of even more importance in radio telephony than in wireless
telegraphy that the various leads and connections should be of litzen
draht or stranded wire, and well soldered.

No. 12 rubber covered

stranded wire, is a practical size for the outfit described.

An early type of

experimental wireless
a

vacuum tube

telephone using

CHAPTER XLIV

Arranging the Apparatus in an Ideal
Wireless Station
SOME amateurs will undoubtedly state at length the technical require
ments of the ideal amateur station, but in this chapter we discuss the
matter from the view-point of accessibility of apparatus and ease of
operation. Amateurs frequently are at a loss how to go about install
ing their apparatus in a manner that will fulfill these conditions, and
while all of us have other ideas on this subject, years of experience in
radio work leads the writer to believe that the accompanying drawing
gives a plan of an amateur station of the detached instrument type that
will work towards all-around efficiency and permit the greatest ease of
manipulation.
The reader will note that on the top of the pigeon holes which is to
retain the message blanks and other stationery, the author has mounted
the principal elements of the transmitting set, the high voltage trans
former, the spark gap and an inductively coupled high frequency os
cillation transformer. Immediately to the left of the table is placed
an inductively-coupled receiving tuner which in the up-to-date station
will be fitted with a vacuum tube detector, and at the right the trans
mitting key in a place convenient to the operator. The switchboard to
the extreme right of the table should contain the volt-meter and amme
-

-
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Figure 1-Plan of an amateur station of the detached instrument type
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ter, a switch for turning off the power, and a reactance regulator for
controlling the primary current.

This lay-out in addition to presenting a meat appearance permits the
shortest possible connections between the elements of the closed oscilla
tion circuit.

-

The general specifications of the spark transmitter are so well known
to the amateur field that we need not enter into a discussion of the prob
lems here. It is believed that if the plan presented is adopted by the
rising experimenter, it will prove of great advantage to successful op
eration.
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A jeweler's amateur outfit used for receiving the time signals sent out daily from the
high power naval stations

CHAPTER XLV

Some Ideas for the Experimenter’s Workshop
THE construction of a carbon amplifier for radio signals is as follows:
Two magnets from a 1,000 ohm receiver are mounted as shown in
figure I and suitable connections thereto are provided by the binding
posts 3 and 4.

-
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Figure 1–Detailed plan of construction and
circuit of the carbon amplifier

On the base is mounted the cup which holds the carbon granules. It
is made adjustable by providing a slotted strip of brass as shown at 1-a
which slides over and makes contact with the brass strip I-b and is held
or clamped when the desired adjustment is obtained by the locknut c.

The dipping arm 2-a is made of copper wire about No. 24 preferably gold
pointed (at a the part which dips into the granules can be gold-plated or
a small piece of gold wire soldered thereon). The top of this No. 24
wire is bent so as to form a circle and fits on the arm support 2-b which al

lows it to move freely. The end of this dipping arm is allowed to rest
in the cup, 1-a of carbon granules. The arm support 2-b is fastened to
the same support which holds the magnets, and a binding post is sup

plied to furnish a connection from the dipping arm through the cup. The
detail 2-c is made of two strips of iron which act as armatures for the
telephone magnets. They are soldered on the copper hanging arm which
dips into the carbon granules.
-

I2I
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This amplifier when properly constructed works exceedingly well, and

owing to the fact that it is simple in construction there is no reason
why pains should not be taken to make as good a job as is possible
with the material at hand.

Under actual working conditions the amplifier functioned with a

signal whose audibility was a little more than 100. The dipping needle
if not provided with a silver or gold point will not work as well, and will
have to be constantly cleaned. Better results were obtained by insert

ing another receiver of 1,000 ohms in series with the two mounted mag
nets making in all 2,000 ohms. The carbon granules should be of the
finest grade and the inside of the cup or retainer should be kept clean.
From time to time it is well to remove the granules and clean them.

If

it is possible to get several of these amplifiers to function efficiently,
the cascade connection can be resorted to for further amplification.

As an experimental instrument this is a good one but there is plenty of
room for improvements in connection therewith.
*-
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Figure 2–Construction of magnetic rectifier for
alternating currents
-

-

A MAGNETIC RECTIFIER FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTs

A magnetic apparatus for A.C. rectification is shown in figure 2. A
permanent bar magnet (marked N and S) is pivoted at the center by
drilling a hole through the bar and passing an 8-32 screw through same.
Both ends rest in the holes made in support A. The magnet B is taken
from any old sounder or constructed along that size throughout. This
is in turn put in series with the 16 C. P. carbon lamp C so as to prevent
the windings from burning out and at the same time perform its duty.
Two contacts are furnished which are insulated from other parts of the
mechanism D and E.

-

The apparatus works on the fundamental law of magnetism: LIKE.
POLES REPEL and UNLIKE POLES ATTRACT. The alternating
current flowing through the magnet B changes the poles of its core ac

cording to the frequency of the current entering its windings, but at
the same time the steel bar magnet retains its poles. The result is that
when the current entering the magnet produces a north pole at the top
end of the electro-magnet there is no attraction, -since like poles repel,
but on the other half of the cycle the poles of the electro-magnet are
reversed and the top end is made a south pole. Then the law holds
good that unlike poles attract thereby drawing the two contacts D and E

together causing current to flow through the contacts F and G as direct

I24
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them continuously. Therefore, it is wise to benefit from his experience
and secure good bearings and an adequate oiling system.

As a whole

the apparatus is very interesting under operation and provides a means
for demonstrating the principles of alternating currents to students dur
ing lecture periods.
Connec/o/7 of col/s
2
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J
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Figure 4—Design and connections of the com
plete receiving transformer

AN UP-TO-DATE RECEIVING TRANSFORMER

A receiving transformer of the design shown in figures 4, 5 and 6, 7
will be a valuable adjunct to any station. This tuner is fitted with a

primary coil consisting of thirty turns of wire, this number being suffi
cient for general practice. Further variation of wave length in the an
tenna circuit is secured by the loading coil, external to the transformer.

Response from short waves can be secured by means of the series vari
able condenser C.

# # # F# E*H
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Figure 5–Showing dimensions of primary and
secondary

coils

and

their

windings

It is to be especially observed that the secondary winding is broken
into four units and means are provided whereby they can be connected to
gether by means of a special plug. The primary winding is made on a

THE EXPERIMENTERS WORKSHOP
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form, 4% inches in diameter, 1% inches in length, wound for I inch

with 30 turns of No. 22 DCC wire. Approximately 35 feet are required.
The first coil in the secondary is 4 inches in diameter and I inch in

length, wound for #4 inch with 22 turns of No. 28 DCC wire. Twenty
four feet are required. Secondary unit No. 2 is 4 inches in diameter, 1%
inches in length, wound for I inch with 45 turns of No. 28 DCC wire.
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Figures 6 and 7—Detailed construction
the plug switch

of

Forty-seven feet will be required. Secondary unit No. 3 is 4 inches in
diameter, 2% inches in length, wound for 2 inches with 90 turns of No.
28 DCC wire. Ninety-four feet are required. Secondary unit No. 4
is 4 inches in diameter, 3% inches in length, wound for 3 inches with

135 turns of No. 28 DCC wire. One hundred forty-one feet will be re
quired. The total secondary therefore will consist of 292 turns or 306
feet of No. 28 DCC wire. The measurement of all parts are shown
fully in figure 5 and the details of the plug switch at A and B in figures 6.
If desired additional secondary units can be provided. Each succes
sive coil should be larger than the preceding one, as in the design already
shown.

-

-

A suitable shunt condenser must be connected across the secondary.
In this way, a closeness of adjustment not possible with the secondary
inductance alone, can be obtained. The principal advantage of this de
sign is that the unused turns for a small range of wave lengths are dis
connected from the used turns which, as is well known, increases the

efficiency to a remarkable degree.
The sketch, figures 8 and 9, gives the details of a mechanism for chang
ing the secondary inductance of a receiving tuner from one tap to the next,
which at the same time causes the shunt secondary variable condenser
to rotate throughout its range of capacities before another secondary
coil is connected into the circuit. The whole adjustment is brought about

by the rotation of a single control handle. This arrangement eliminates
the necessity for using both hands in changing the inductance and
capacity while tuning and leaves one hand free for writing down the
message.

The objects of this design are brought about by arranging the strips
of brass 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the end-turn switch figure 2, so that when
coil No. 2 is cut in, the condenser has revolved from zero to maximum

capacity, and so on throughout the series of taps. The condenser is ro
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shown in figure Io where a contact lever coil makes connection with
copper segments I, 2, 3, 4 and 5. These may be made of brass if desired.

% or foothed//ae/
*ren & zo/o- 'ss.

Figure 11—Mechanical code practice
device

The diameter of the switch must be chosen so that an individual seg
ment will be long enough to permit the variable condenser to be rotated
over its scale while the blade is on one tap.
The experimenter will observe that as the inductance switch leaves one
tap and makes connection with the second tap, the wave length at the
-

© -Brass Bø///%/77.
2 cardóoard

&4

3.32%rezoezroo

strips 2'dom .

lamp ch/7/7ey .
o /óng 4 do?.
of fob and 4%
of /a/yes//dorf

6 ft/rr/5 of 'a
A.C.D.A. W/re
5%/77. /*/7.7
on &ndard
%//77

---> *

Figure 12–Diagram of detailed construction of
the

Oudin

resonator

first part of the scale of the second tap will be shorter than the maxi
mum wave length of the preceding tap. But as the switch is moved on
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Hang a small light or lamp into the globe and a beautiful blue light will
fill the globe. By bringing a piece of glass % inch thick close to

90°

Crdinary
/ C
/60°
/40°

#

A 2.00//77f
o°

77%a /wo sco/es//7

fro/7/off/e/e
-

.00/

/2/77%/
of above 5&/e
Figure
variable

13—Sketch
condenser

of a

fixed

combined

condenser
by

means

and
of , a

special switch to double the capacity

the ball and a piece of wire held in the hand close to the other side, the
current will jump from the ball to the wire as if the glass were not
there. The field for experimenting is great, and it is my personal opinion
that if it ever becomes possible to intercept such waves that the whole
world could be communicated with by the use of a small Oudin coil. The

frequency of the currents being generated are so great that they are ab

5de Wen of one 5/ade and #5 hoa"ocf
AO/7/5

-s /22/e 4/7%%
Figure 14–Sketch of switch used for start
ing small A. C. motors
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Figure 2—Graphic curves taken while calibrating a receiving set

The circuit should be calibrated against a standard wave meter. The

distributed capacity of the coil, the effect of the leads and of the internal
capacity of the bulb itself will change any theoretical determinations of
the oscillation constant.

A hot-wire ammeter A I will indicate when the

tube is oscillating properly.

It should have a range of not over .5 am

peres maximum except when large bulbs and high voltages are used.
The condenser C2 should have a capacity of 2 m fě. The telephone re
ceivers and the grid condenser should both have a short circuiting switch
plug to cut them out of the circuit when they are not in use.
The whole apparatus should be mounted on one base or in a case with
the inductance LI in such a position that it may be readily placed near
another circuit.

To calibrate a wave meter with this apparatus place the inductance
coil of the wave meter to be tested near the coil LI as indicated in the

diagram, and set the condenser of this wave meter at some desired point.
Note the reading of the ammeter A1 in the oscillating circuit. By vary
ing the condenser CI it will be found that as the condition of resonance
between the two circuits is reached the current indicated by AI will fall

off, often dropping to zero if the coupling between the two circuits is
close. When the resonance point is passed the ammeter will again read
the normal value. It is necessary to note the point on the condenser CI
when the current in A1 is at a minimum, and refer to the calibration curve

for the circuit L1, C1 to find the wave length at this point. It is not
necessary to have the two circuits coupled so tightly that the current in
AI, drops to zero, as a slight decrease is all that is necessary. Other

wise two waves will be in evidence if the coupling is too tight.
The advantage of this method is that no connections need be made

to the wave meter under test. It is a very rapid method of making a
calibration.

It is understood that with the standard condensers and in

ductances on hand the calibration of coils and condensers may be done
in the same manner.

Curves taken while calibrating a receiving set are shown in figure 2.
These show distinctly how the energy is “drained” from the valve circuit
when resonance between the two circuits is reached.

In these determina
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tions the frequency of LI C1 was left constant and the condenser of the
receiving set was varied, its values forming the abscissa on the curve sheet.

Each curve represents one value of inductance on the receiving trans
former.

-

There is another method in which a very interesting phenomena is
made use of.

It will be found that under certain conditions that a beat

note will be heard in the telephones when the circuit LI CI is nearly in
resonance with the wave meter circuit.

A shrill note is first heard as CI

is rotated which drops to a low tone and then rises to inaudibility as
the resonance point is passed.

Anyone who is acquainted with beats

will easily recognize the point when resonance occurs. It is necessary to
have a correct value of the grid condenser, and sometimes a grid leak
in order to have this action occur.

The telephone receivers and the grid condenser are not needed for
other tests and may be omitted, if desired.

A Commercial 1 k, w., 60 Cycle Motor-Generator"
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exactitude than this, and since I foot is only equal to 1.1516 miles, the
error is inappreciable.
To apply this method, it is only necessary to know the latitude and
longitude of each of the two places concerned, which can be found on

any map, and by use of the formulas which will follow, the distance be
tween them can readily be found. A brief discussion, however, will be
of value to anyone making use of these formulas. In figure I is depicted

the earth's globe, P and P’ representing the poles, EQ the equator, and
A and B any two points on the earth's surface whose separation it is de
sired to find. It is evident that AC is the latitude of A, BD the latitude
of B. By subtracting each of these values from 90 degrees we will ob
tain AP and BP respectively, the two known sides of the spherical tri

angle ABP. It is to be noted that these values are in degrees and min
utes, as in the case of spherical triangles the sides are given as parts of an
arc or a circumference.

-

| Also, A has a given longitude, and B has a given longitude, and the
difference between these two values will be the separation of A and B

in degrees of longitude along the equator, or the value of the angle APB.
In case either A or B are on opposite sides of the prime meridian, or of
the 18oth meridian, a different procedure must be followed, as is ex
.
plained later.
We have now determined the two sides AP and BP, and the included

angle APB, of the spherical triangle ABP. For the sake of convenience,
we shall refer to the angles shown by the capital letters which designate
those extremities, as angles A, B and P. The sides of the triangle shall
be referred to as AP, BP, and AB, the latter being the unknown side
whose length we are to find.

The following formulas are then applicable, the first two being Napier's
Analogies:
cos 34

(BP—AP)

Tangent % (A+B)=— cot / P
cos 34 (BP-I-AP)
-

sin #4

(BP—AP)

Tangent % (A–B)=— cot A P
sin #4 (BP-I-AP)
Also, tan #4 (A-I-B)--tan 3% (A-B)=greater unknown angle, and
tan #4 (A+B)—tan #4 (A-B)=Smaller unknown angle. Which an
gle is A and which is B can be found by applying the rule from geome
try, that the greater angle is opposite the greater side, and vice versa.
Having found the unknown angles A and B of our triangle, we now
apply the law of sines in spherical triangles, namely:
Sin P
sin AB=—sin AP
sin B.

Looking up the value for the anti-sine of AB, gives the distance be
tween these two points in degrees and minutes. This value (in degrees
and decimals of a degree) is then multiplied by 69.117 to obtain the dis
tance in statute miles.

Let us now examine the results of an actual calculation to fully fix
in our mind the use of these formulas. Supposing it is desired to find

the distance from Arlington, Va., to Kahuku, Hawaii. The latitude and

longitude of the former are 38 degrees 59 minutes N., 77 degrees W.,
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respectively; of the latter, 21 degrees 40 minutes N., 158 degrees W.

| Subtracting the two latitudes from 90 degrees, we have 51 degrees Io
minutes and 68 degrees 20 minutes for the sides BP and AP of the
triangle, respectively. Also, the angle P, being equal to the difference

in longitude of the two places, is 158 degrees—77 degrees=81 degrees.
Applying the formulas:
cos 34
tan #4

17 degrees Io min.

(A-|- B)=

cos 34 119 degrees 30 min.
cot % 81 degrees=2.298
sin 34

17 degrees Io min.

tan #4 (A—B)=
sin #4 II9 degrees 30 min.

cot % 81 degrees=0.2023

Looking up these values, we have, tan #4 (A+B)=tan 66 degrees 30
minutes, and tan #4 (A–B)=tan II degrees 26 minutes. Therefore,
applying our rule for finding the unknown angles, and noting that the
angle at Arlington is the larger of the two, we have:
Angle A=66 degrees

30

min-II degrees 26 min=55 degrees 4 min.
and

-

angle B=66 degrees 30 min. -- 11 degrees 26 min.=77 degrees 56 min.
Also, we have

sin 81 degrees

-

sin AB=—

sin 77 degrees 56 min.
sin 68 degrees 20 min. =O.9386

From which AB=69 degrees 50 min., or 69.8 degrees. This is then
multiplied by 69.117, giving the value 4825 statute miles as the distance
between Arlington and Kahuku.

It has been stated that in case the stations are located on opposite
sides of the prime meridian, or of the 180th meridian, a different pro
cedure is necessary for finding the angle P. In the first case just men
tioned, the longitudes are added instead of subtracted, in the second case

both values are subtracted from 180 degrees and the results added
together. A little consideration will show the necessity of such methods.
In case the two points are almost of the same latitude, a simpler method
will give the same results. It consists in finding the difference in longitude
of the two places, and multiplying this by the value of a degree of
longitude in miles, at the mean latitude. For example, Funabashi, Ja

pan, is at latitude 35 degrees 40 minutes N. and Los Angeles, California,
is at latitude 34 degrees N. The mean latitude is 34 degrees 50 minutes,
and at this latitude a degree is equal to 56.95 miles. Hence the distance

is equal to IoI.67 degrees (the difference in longitude) times 56.95=
5790 miles.

Tables of this sort are called spheroidal tables, giving the

length of a degree longitude at various values of latitude, in nautical
and statute miles.

The student is referred to the Year Book of Wire

less Telegraphy for the complete values.

|

-
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